Erasmus+ project working Group 4
In working group 4 we decided to make a song. We were discussing the possibilities and came to
several ideas. We are going to explain them to you in this document.
The first idea we have is that we can sing a cover of a song in the different languages. To explain it a
little bit more: the idea would be that we sing the first few sentences in Norwegian by example, the
following in Croatian and so on until we have used the five different languages. In this way we bring
the different languages together and we learn to speak them.
The second idea is that we could write a new song about the project. We would use a well known
melody and create our own lyrics. The lyrics would be about what we do in the project and what the
aim is. This would bring us together in a good way and we would get to know each other better.
The third idea is about singing a cover but adding several things about the project so it is not a whole
song about the project but we add sometimes a sentence that will refer to the project. We think that
this is more achievable then writing a whole song about the project.
Another idea we had was to sing a cover of a song. We would chose a song that is well known in the
different countries and then we would sing it with our group. This idea will show us that the music in
the 5 countries isn’t so different.
As a conclusion we think that the first idea about the cover in the different languages would be the
best. We would learn about the other cultures and we would learn other languages. The idea about
writing a whole song ourselves is a little bit difficult because we aren’t really that creative to write a
whole song. The cover of a song that is known in the different languages would be too easy. We
would just have to look up which song is known in each country and nothing else. So we chose the
idea that was the best for all of us.
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